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SUMMARY 
A prototype 2 V converter for a distributed power application has been constructed and tested. 
The converter design is a two-stage system with an interleaved forward topology for output. The 
effective switching frequency is 400 kHz nominal. Both stages are controlled with a proprietary 
sensorless current mode system. The circuit provides output from 0-120 W, and meets aggressive 
dynamic perfonnance requirements. It has lower noise and ripple levels than other commercially 
available units. A summary of results is presented. Full load efficiency is at least 70% under test 
conditions. The circuit uses no heat sinks or cooling up to 50% output, and can supply full power under 
conventional forced cooling. The design includes basic features such as output sensing, current sharing, 
and protection. To meet the special requirements of distributed systems, additional features have been 
provided. This report describes the design and operation in detail. 
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DISTRIBUTED LOW-VOLTAGE POWER CONVERTER- DESIGN REPORT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Overview 
Trends in large-scale integrated circuits and in battery-powered systems are leading a movement 
toward low-voltage power supplies. Recently, 3.3 V has become a de facto standard. and values between 
two and three volts are becoming more conunon. There is even discussion of 1.4 V as a future step. 
Voltages this low change the basic design issues in power conveners. For example, the capacitive filters 
used in converters store little energy at l9w voltage, because of their 1hCV2 storage property. Diode 
drops and resistive drops are increasingly difficult to address as voltages drop below 5 v. 
This repon describes the design and operation of a 2 V convener intended for a distributed 
system. Full large-signal design and control methods have been applied to the convener, since it rarely 
operates under small-signal steady conditions. The design has a number of unique characteristics and 
features that set it apart from other ultra-low-voltage systems. lt provides extremely fast dynamic 
response to either large or small transients. Its noise level is low even though capacitive filters do not 
work well at the output. Results with an engineering prototype are very encouraging: the overall 
efficiency exceeds 70%. Output ripple falls inside a 1-2% band, although the layout has yet to be 
optimized. The control method shows extremely tight line and load regulation over a broad range. 
The basic design allows a number of future opportunities. For example. 5 V output can be 
obtained by changing the reference level and leaving out some of the parts. The prototype is intended 
for a 48 V input bus. A change to 300 V is accomplished with minor alterations to the input stage. 
Summary of Design Requirements and Basic Characteristics 
Consider a 2 V converter for a l 000 W computer supply. The total load current of 500 A will 
require heavy buswork. Even with this. the voltage drops will be uncontrolled, and various subsystems 
will see quite different supply levels. The basis of this project is a power convener intended for a 
distributed supply application. Each individual unit converts up to 120 W from a main bus. In low-
voltage high-power systems, just as in electric utility networks, distributed supplies are a virtual necessity. 
The unit has a two-stage architecture. The input stage steps down the main bus to about 10 V. 
The output stage steps the 10 V intermediate level to a precise low level. The output stage consists of 
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several ~nterleaved sub-stages to manage the difficult filtering problems of low-voltage outputs. The 
number of sub-stages depends on the desired output level. For example, a 2 V output uses four sub-
stages, while a 5 V output uses only two. 
Requirements include the following: 
• Output ripple and transient performance should be within ±0.5% of nominal. 
• Line and load regulation should be within 0. OS % . 
• Efficiency should be more than 70% for 2 V units, and more than 85% for 5 V units. 
• Parallel current sharing within 1 % for up to eight units. 
• Units should follow a 2 All-'s load change with minimal effect. 
• Units should allow operation without heat sinks, possibly with some reasonable power derating. 
The prototype comes close to meeting all performance requirements. Surface mount packages will be 
used to permit the final version to fit the intended profile. 
Special Issues in 2 V Converters 
Low-voltage cc;>nveners have at least two unique properties. The first is the tight performance 
necessary in low-voltage systems. In a 5 V system, for example, 1% tolerance translates into a variation 
of 50 mV. Such a value is generally considered attainable. In a 2 V system, 1% tolerance permits 
variation of no more than 20 m V. This value is hard to achieve in a switching convener. 
The second property arises in filter design. At low voltages, capacitors have limited value as 
energy storage elements. A 1000 1-LF capacitor, which stores about 12 ml in a 5 V circuit. will store only 
2 mJ in a 2 V circuit. In the former case, a 50 W load can be held within 1 % of nominal voltage for 
5 1-LS. In the latter case, the time is only 800 ns. The problem is made much worse by equivalent series 
resistance (ESR). For example, the load in aS V convener with 50 W output is 0.5 0- an order of 
magnitude or more higher than the ESR in typical capacitors. The 2 V converter load is only 0.08 0, 
which begins to push the ESR drop limits in many devices. 
The combination of tight variation, low energy storage, and ESR limitations means that the 
usefulness of a given capacitor drops faster than the cube of the voltage below 5 V. Conversely, 
capacitor values must increase rapidly below 5 V to meet a given requirement. For instance, if a 10 1-LF 
meets a given specification in a 5 V convener. a value of at least 200 1-LF probably will be needed in the 
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2 V version. At 2 V, inductors therefore will be needed for the main filter action. Converters designed 
to operate at or below this voltage will probably not be able to rely on capacitance for major filtering. 
The use of inductors as primary filter elements brings some unusual behavior to the convener output. 
In contrast to capacitive filtering, the output ripple will increase with decreasing load. The output voltage 
will be difficult to hold steady during a load transient. The ability to follow a rapid load change will be 
limited by the output inductor value. Novel approaches to filtering and control are needed to provide the 
desired perfonnance. 
Filters for power converters can be divided into at least three categories: 
• Passive filters, in which energy storage elements try to smooth a waveform. As argued above, 
passive filters for low-voltage networks must be primarily inductive. 
• Topological filters, which attempt to cancel ripple by providing multiple circuit paths that work 
in opposition. The simplest example is the full-wave rectifier, which cancels current and voltage 
at the mains frequency. Interleaving [1] is a well-known approach to topological filtering. 
Active filters, in which an auxiliary circuit injects the current or voltage waveform needed to 
cancel out harmonics or respond to some transient. Active filters have been discussed for 
inverters as a way to obtain precise s.inusoidal voltages [2]. Other examples are the active circuits 
now in use for power factor correction. 
Given the limitations of passive filters in low-voltage converters, a combination of topological filtering 
and active filtering provide the primary filter action in the design here. Four "parallel" MOSFETs are 
used in the output stage to provide the proper series resistance. To provid~ topological filtering, they 
are interleaved. Each has nominal duty ratio of 25%, and each control is spaced by 1/4 of the cycle. 
The net effect is a 100% duty ratio at the output, ideally requiring no additional filter. In practice, there 
will be some dead time, commutation effect, or mismatch, but the passive filtering requirements are lower 
than those of a non-interleaved circuit by factors of fifty or more. 
Active filtering is used for fast transients. The design uses a class-B amplifier, limited for short-
time operation, to correct the output value during rapid changes. the amplifier effectively serves as a 
dump resistor to dissipate excess energy if the load decreases, and an injection circuit to help maintain 
output during a sudden load rise. Details of this circuit, as well as a discussion of interleaved operation · 
and its control, are provided below. 
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Special Issues in Distributed Converters 
Distributed power electronic systems resemble an electric utility grid. A central bus supplies 
some large number of individual load converters. The arrangement brings with it the complex problems 
of a-utility grid. plus problems associated with load transients. The lit-erature [3,4] has identified at least 
four special problems of distributed arrangements: 
1. Start-up transients, often ignored in individual conveners, can create extreme problems if many 
conveners operate almost simultaneously. This is especially true if each uriit has · a large input 
capacitor with its associated inrush current. 
2. Short circuits or failures in individual units must not reflect back to the central system. 
3. Each individual converter nonnally maintains its output under variable input conditions. From 
the standpoint of the central distribution, each thus acts as a constant power load. It is well 
known in utility network analysis that constant power loads introduce a variety of nonlinear 
behavior, and can produce instability. For example. if the central bus is being overloaded, its 
voltage might begin to sag. Constant power loads will adjust to increase the current flow in this 
situation- which further overloads the bus. 
4. The switching controls of individual converters can interact to create unwanted effects. For 
example, two converters acting at slightly different frequencies can cause low-frequency beat 
effects on the central bus. Low frequency harmonics are hard to filter. 
A fifth problem might occur in a mixed-level digital system: 
5. Accidental ·parallel output connection of 2 V and 5 V systems. 
To address these characteristics, some of the external converter control pins are dedicated to 
special mitigating action. This is an opportunity to establish unique advantages for the Sorensen system. 
The following features are included in the design: 
• Soft stan. The reference voltage slew rate is limited at start-up. The switch controls are also 
constrained to act only after some delay. The net effect is that the load during stan-up never 
exceeds the nominal load. Input capacitance need not be large because of the architecture, so 
. 
inrush currents are modest. 
• Shutdown protection. The output impedance of the converter is so low that even a shon at the 
output terminals might not create an overload. The output inductors also tend to limit the current 
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slew rate, so that overloads can be detected before the current rises much beyond the allowed 
values. For even better protection, the input current is tested, and the entire unit shuts down if 
overload occurs. With all devices off, failures cannot reflect to the input bus. As in any push-
pull converter, the worst-Case failure is -shorted input stage MOSFETs. Fuse protection is 
recommended for this case. 
• Priority. The loads in a distributed system range from indicator lights to volatile system 
memory. A priority setting allows graceful shutdown in the event of problems at the input bus. 
A high-priority module supports its output as long as is feasible. A low-priority module shuts 
down when the input goes outside a specified threshold. An internal pull-up ensures that an 
unspecified module is treated as having high priority. Priority is implemented here by providing 
access to the undervoltage shutdown circuit. The threshold voltage for this circuit can be raised, 
which has the effect of decreasing a module's priority. This priority system ensures that 
noncritical functions shut down first in an overload condition. If this s~ut down process is 
successful, critical loads will be served without interruption. The feature has automatic reset. 
• External synchronization. Each module has a clock input and a clock output. The clock will 
synchronize to a low-impedance external signal if it is present at the input. The clock output has 
a fanout of at least two units. Daisy chaining allows synchronization of unlimited numbers of 
modules. The nominal module clock is 400kHz. 
• Output protection. Crowbar output voltage protection for a 2 V system is a bit problematic. The 
currents are extremely high, and an appropriate SCR will be large and will generate substantial 
power loss when on. At present, the convener is designed to simply tolerate parallel 
interconnection with other sources. For example, if a converter is connected to a 5 V output 
source, it simply will not function. The crowbar issue requires a decision from Sorensen. 
Imponant additional features include current sharing, remote output sensing, and input-output isolation. 
II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
Overview 
The complete 48 V to 2 V circuit is shown in Figure 1. A simplified diagram in Figure 2 shows 
the arrangement with control, snubbers, and auxiliary supplies removed. The input feeds into a 
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. Figure 2 - Power . Stage Architecture 
June 30. 1993 
conventional push-pull forward convener. This convener is designed to step down a nominal 48 V input 
to a 10 V intermediate level. while providing isolation and fault protection. The complete forward 
converter in Figure 1 has three outputs: 
l. The main intermediate bus output, V n' rated at about 150 W at 10 V. 
2. The gate drive supply for the output convener. rated at about 5 W maximum at 18 V. 
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3. The control supply for the input convener, rated at about 2 W at 12 V output. 
The convener opera~es properly with input of 48 V ± 25%. An extended input range of 30 V to more 
than 60 V has been tested. At the low line condition, circuit operation is limited because the duty ratio 
of each device never exceeds 50% . The high line conditi~n is limited only by device voltage ratings. 
The output converter consists of four identical buck stages, as shown in Figure 2. Switch action 
of each stage is interleaved. Each stage switches at 100 kHz. This means the effective switching 
frequency at the output is 400 kHz. The output will function for intermediate voltages from about 9 to 
12 V. Best operation appears when the intennediate voltage is chosen so that each switch operates at 
exactly 0.25 duty ratio. In this case, the wavefonn seen at the load will be a de level (100% duty). In 
practice, the intennediate level can never be exactly right, and the output duty ratio will be slightly off 
nominal. Filtering requirements are drastically reduced, however, because the effective output frequency 
is 400 kHz and because only brief gaps in the wavefonn are involved. A low-energy passive output filter 
is provided to meet these requirements. 
Since the main output filter must be an inductor, it is difficult to prevent large output voltage 
excursions under load transients. An active filter at the output maintains dynamic perfonnance under 
large transients. The filter is a class-B amplifier, constrained to act for no more than a few milliseconds 
at a time. Under a load decrease, excess inductor energy is shunted to ground through the active filter. 
Under a load increase, current is injected directly from the intermediate voltage to the load. 
Main Power Stage Control - Sensorless Current-Mode Method 
Operating principles 
Low voltage converters are a challenging control problem. Since capacitors have little effect on 
the output, dynamic performance is detennined more by the active control than by response of filtering 
elements. The tight operating requirements make the dynamic control problem difficult. Transients 
normally taken to reflect small-signal disturbances are likely to be large relative to a 2 V output. The 
best techniques in current use. such as average current-mode control [5] require series sense resistors-
a very substantial problem in a converter with rated load of only 0.033 0. 
To meet the challenges, a new sensorless current-mode control has been developed. The control 
provides the most important advantages of conventional methods without dropping resistors or magnetic 
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sensors. Just as in the case of conventional current-mode control, the technique can be used to enhance 
current sharing or flux balancing in a push-pull circuit. Both the input and output power stages take 
advantage of this new approach. The method uses an integrator to estimate the inductor current, then 
uses this estimate for current-mode controL More generally, the technique estimates the flux in a given 
core. Among the advantages compared to more conventional approaches are: 
1. The major propenies of current-mode control are retained. Foremost is the input feed-forward 
effect, by which line regulation is made nearly ideal. In the output convener. the line· regulation 
is very tight. The method also has internal load sharing behavior. Here. adjustment of the clock 
phase is all that is needed to create a four-section interleaved output stage. 
2. Load regulation is excellent even with no other control loops, in contrast to conventional current-
mode control. This is because the integrator uses a voltage reference to detennine the appropriate 
flux levels. In this convener. open-loop load regulation is limited only by the de drop in the 
output inductors and wires. 
3. The sensorless arrangement avoids the need for a series resistor. The convener here would allow 
series resistance of no more than about 5 mO. Otherwise, the efficiency would drop a point or 
more. 
4. The switching noise effects in conventional current mode control are eliminated. The control is 
extremely robust in noisy environments because of the integrating action. 
5. Discontinuous conduction mode presents no special problems. 
System example 
The basic circuit for output stage control is shown in Figure 3. The diode reverse voltage is 
integrated relative to the desired reference. The result is compared to a fixed level. A set-reset latch 
completes the system. When a clock pulse appears, the power MOSFET is gated on. The diode reverse 
voltage jumps to a value near V .. , and the integrator ramps its output accordingly. When the comparator 
level is reached. the MOSFET turns off. If V • rises, even during a cycle, the on-time will decrease to 
ensure that the same peak level of flux (or current) is reached. Changes in MOSFET forward drop or 
diode characteristics are also corrected by the integrator action. 
The net effect of this control in a buck convener is to regulate the average diode reverse voltage 
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Figure 3 - Sensorless Current-Mode Control for Buck Stage 
to exactly the reference level. Since the inductor's average drop is determined only by its series 
resistance, the method also achieves tight load regulation. The components are similar to thOse in a 
conventional PWM IC, so the approach is easy to implement. In Figure 1, the flip-flop in the SG3526 
allows each integrator to control the action of two switches. The integrator simply sums the two diode 
drops, and requests switch tum-off when the desired level of current is reached. 
Loop design 
The current loop design for this method is simple. The circuit will function properly as long as 
the integrator does not saturate. Even if the integrator ouq)ut swings to its limit rail because of a 
transient, the circuit will recover on the next switching cycle. The considerations are: 
• Choose the integrator time constant to avoid saturation. 
• Ensure that the integrator output swings through the comparison voltage. 
• Ensure that the control will recover if integrator saturation occurs. 
In the inverting integrator configuration of Figure 3, the integrator output is given by 
(1) 
Given the inductor voltage vL = L dildt, with vL = V;" - V rtf' the current is 
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(2) 
and a natural choice is simply RC = L. Of course, some scaling might be needed. 1?te integrator 
actually generates an output change~ V iruqruor which estimates the change in inductor current, ~i. In this 
converter, the current change is designed not to exceed 1.25 A. The integrator runs from a single 5 V 
supply, and can swing up to 3 V at its output. Thus 
~ V ~,.,. < 3 , and ~ V ilwf,..,. !::_t:J. RC (3) 
From equation (3), to avoid saturation with ~i = 1.25 A, the time constant RC > L/2.4. We make the 
simple choice RC = L. which satisfies this with 200% headroom. 
It is necessary to make sure that switch action will occur, by ensuring that the integration ramp 
will cross the comparison voltage during each cycle. From previ_ous work [6], this represents a choice 
of switching boundaries to make sure that an intersection will always take place. Here, the SG3526 
supplies the comparison level, at roughly half the 5 V supply level. This is consistent with the choice 
of a 5 V single-supply op-amp for the integrator. A Sclunitt-trigger TIL inverter also can be used. 
Integrator recovery can be ensured with the right architectural choices. Here, an inverting 
integrator is used to control switch tum-off, while the clock ensures tum-on. If the integrator saturates 
at its positive rail, this . means that the output voltage is low, and the switch should be on. The system 
operates correctly in this case. If the integrator saturates at its low rail, the output voltage is high, and 
the switch will be conunanded to tum off. If power to the integrator is lost, tum-off is assured. 
All RC choices will lead to a stable system, although RC = L gives the best dynamic estimate 
of changing currents. Thus, the loop desi~n imposes very few constraints. The outer voltage loop needs 
little gain because of the good load regulation of the sensorless current-mode method. Outer loop design 
is conventional, and follows standard practice for current-mode control. 
Push-pull converter control and sample waveforms 
The control shares basic stability propenies of current-mode control. For example, the integrator 
estimates current without an added stabilizing ramp. Beyond 50% duty ratio. a stabilizing ramp offset 
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will be needed to avoid sub-harmonic instability. This is easy to accomplish by using a ramp rather than 
a fixed level for the comparison wavefonn. The technique also offers ac advantages just like those of 
current-mode control. Consider the push-pull pre-regulator. Flux balance is a significant problem in 
such a circuit. The integral of the transfonner voltage represents the core flux, and can be compared to 
a fixed level to determine the proper tum-off times. The result is a tightly balanced core flux waveform, 
with a peak value independent of input voltage or load. This control method gives the pre-regulator stage 
excellent perfonnance without feedback. 
Some wavefonns associated with the new method appear in Figure 4. The square wave is the 
diode reverse voltage, integrated to the triangle. The latch sets the MOSFET on, then turns it off when 
the flux reaches the intended value. Figure 4a shows idealized wavefonns. Figure 4b shows the actual 
integrator output traces. Figure 4c shows the source voltages on the first two switches of the interleaved 
sequence. Line regulation of the circuit is depicted in Figure 5. In this case, the input voltage begins 
at about 45 V, then is subjected to a 5 V step decrease. The intermediate volta~e V int reacts to this 
change with a transient of nearly 2 V. The output transient is shown on a scale of 50 m V per division. 
The transient is less than 20 m V, and falls within the ripple observed at the output. 
Complete Circuit Walk-Through 
Pre-regulator, primary side 
Figure 6 shows the complete pre-regulator stage, based on a push-pull architecture suggested by 
Sorensen. For the pre-regulator, sensor less current-mode control requires integration of the transformer 
input voltage. This is the voltage across the full coil. Since the switches are ground-referenced, the coil 
voltage is always a single-ended measurement, although the reference point shifts from left to right and 
back again as each switch operates. The diodes D 1 an~ 02 pick off the active side, and connect it to the 
filtered divider string Rl-R2, and RIO. Notice that the divider gives an output relative~ the difference 
between the coil voltage and V in. The second divider string R3-R5 provides a reference value, also 
relative to Vin. The choice of a 33 V Zener diode (Zl) determines the nominal level of the intermediate 
bus V ._. When V in = 33 V, the duty ratio on the primary side will be 50%, and V int will be determined 
by the turns ratio. When V in increases, the sensorless current mode control will maintain the same peak 
flux level. so that V" stays constant. In effect, the 33 V Zener determines the low-line operating limit. 
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Figure 4- Sample Waveforms for Sensorless Control. 
a. Idealized waveforms. b. Measured integrator outputs. 
c. Measured source voltages for Q6 and QS. 
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The difference between the two dividers is integrated using the error amplifier inside the SG3526 control 
IC. Ul. The error amplifier is a transconductance type, rather than an op-amp. Integration therefore 
requires a load capacitor. which appears as C3. The chip itself provides all other elements of the 
sensorless control, including the comparator and latch. The internal flip-flop ensures that only one switch 
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is active at any time. Precise flux balancing is assured by using the same sense divider for both 
transfonner coil input polarities. The SG3526 is tuned for a switching frequency of 200 kHz with the 
2.7· kO resistor. R6, and 1000 pF capacitor, C4. 
Since V in can exceed the SG3526 supply limit of 40 V, a separate supply is needed for the IC. 
This supply must be bootstrapped to ensure circuit stan-up. The combination Q1 and Z2 provide the 
function. When Vtn is applied, the base of Q1 develops about 9.3 V. The transistor will tum on, and 
supply U1 with about 8.6 V if there is no supply level available from the transformer tertiary. This 
supply value is sufficient to operate the SG3526, and drive the gates of the two input MOSFETs. Once 
switching action begins, the transformer tertiary will be rectified to form a 12 V (nominal) supply. This 
supply will raise the emitter voltage on Q 1 enough to tum the device off. 
Pre-regulator, secondary side 
The pre-regulator provides three outputs for main power, output converter gate power, and input 
convener control power. Main power output will be referred to as the "secondary" in this repon, while 
the other two outputs are referred to as the "tertiaries." Under full output power conditions (120 W), 
the secondary supplies about 15 A, with primary current of about 5 A. The tertiary loads are typically 
SO rnA each. Each output is a conventional full-wave circuit from the push-pull convener. The 
secondary is effectively the final opportunity in the convener for bulk capacitive fi~tering, since the 
. voltage there is much higher than the final output level. The intermediate bus is therefore a good location 
for additional filtering. 
The secondary level is chosen to be consistent with the conversion ratio of the output convener. 
Bench tests suggest a value of about 9. 6 V to be optimum. The output stage will function for values 
below 9 V up to 12 V, but line regulation of the pre-regulator is sufficient to ensure much less fluctuation 
than this. The tertiary for the input converter control powers the SG3526 and its gate drives. Since the 
input switching is done on the low side, a supply level of 12 V should give good perfonnance without 
excessive loss in the SG3526's internal linear regulator. The tertiary for the output control must provide 
a higher voltage, since the output stage MOSFETs are high-side switches. The 18 V nominal level 
provides good on-state performance without pushing the 20 V limit on V es for the transistors. 
An LM78L05 regulator (VR 1 in Figure 7) connected to the secondary output supplies logic-level 
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power for the output stage. While the regulator in the output SG3526s could have been used i~tead, this 
would have been much lossier be~use the teniary produces almost double the voltage of the secondary. 
The + 5 V output is provided to an external pin, "Auxiliary output." for trimming and for control 
functions. 
Output stage clock 
The output convener's complete circuit is given in Figure 7. At the lower left is the multi-phase 
clock circuit. The clock oscillator is simply a Sclunitt trigger invener (U2a) with RC feedback. It is 
tuned to run at a nominal400 kHz. This simple arrangement allows easy synchionization among units. 
Both the invener input and invener output are connected to external pins, called "Clock in" and "Clock 
out," respectively. The input can be driven with external TTL, CMOS, or other low-impedance signal. 
Phasing and edge slew rates are unimportant because of the way the clock is processed. The clock output 
is, of course, a standard TTL gate. It is divided with a flip-flop (U3a) to produce the 200 kHz signals 
for the two SG3526s in the output stage. High-pass filtering ensures that the final clocks are pulse mode, 
spaced in time by 2.5 llS. 
The remaining clock signals are generated in the 3526s. Each device triggers one gate driver on 
one clock pulse, and the second on a following pulse. This every-other-pulse selection ensures that each 
switch is operated at 10 p.s intervals, with a 2.5 p.s skew between the two ICs. The final result is an 
interleaved control with switches Q6 and Q7 (first and third in the interleaving sequence. respectively) 
operated by U7, and the second and founh switches Q8 and Q9 operated by US. 
Also connected to the clock circuit is a second flip-flop, which drives the low-impedance invener 
U4. This invener operates the voltage doubler circuit formed by the combination of diodes 012 and 013 
with the capacitors CIS and Cl6. This doubler can provide gate drive power for the output stage. It 
would be used for a version of the convener having no pre-regulator, as might operate from a 12 V bus. 
If the doubler is not used. as would normally be the case, the diodes, capacitors, and U4 would be left 
out of the circuit. 
Reference 
The reference circuit near the top at the left of Figure 7 derives from an LM336-2.5 V precision 
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Zener. Z3. A divider provides the necessary 2 V reference val~e~ relative to the low-side output sense 
line. The reference value is connected to an external "Adjust" pin through a 2 kO resistor, R13. The 
output can be trimmed with a resistor to ground or to the Auxiliary output, with a potentiometer between 
Auxiliary output, Adjust, and sense low, or with a voltage source. The adjustment range is 1.67 V to 
2.5 V, but can be altered simply by using a different value of Rl3. 
Outer loop and cu"ent sharing 
The main outer loop involves the op-amp USa. The circuit output voltage feeds in through the 
sense pin V SCDIC' A proportional-integral-differential (PID) loop adjusts the signal into the sensorless 
current mode loop to compensate for static offsets and dynamic changes. Integral gain is required to meet 
the extremely tight load regulation requirements of the convener. The outer loop is entirely conventional, 
and can take advantage of well known power converter control design techniques. In particular, methods 
such as pole placement or frequency-domain plots can be used to select component values. 
The outer loop uses both positive and negative sense connections for feedback. This is critical 
in a 2 V converter. Bench tests confinn that even a few millimeters of current-carrying wire can voltage 
drops of 10 m V or more - well beyond the output regulation requirements of the circuit. Proper 
connection of sense leads is an important issue, and one which must be discussed thoroughly with any 
potential user. In an effort to make the circuit more convenient, the sense pins V sense and -V sense are 
connected internally to the high and low side of the output through resistors. While this does not give 
the highest-performance operating strategy, it does allow a novice user to operate the converter without 
knowledge of sensing pin requirements. When the sense pins are used, of course, the output regulation 
performance will be very good. 
Current sharing is only partially supported by sensorless current-mode control. Recall that it is 
the current change Ai that is really controlled by this me.thod. The de level is not controlled directly. 
To resolve this, additional bias circuitry is added around the voltage-loop op-amp. Here, the voltage 
. difference between V out and v SCDIC iS monitored, afld compared tO an average fonned from Several parallel 
converters. This average is created simply by connecting all the "Share" pins on the various par~lel 
units. The error signal is used to adjust the output offset slightly, and therefore account for differences 
in currents among converters. Initial tests have demonstrated successful sharing, at about the 5% level. 
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The op-amp U5b, just below the main voltage loop amplifier, serves as a buffer for the reference 
voltage value. The. buffered V rer is used for the output active filter. 
Sensorless current-mode control and shutdown 
The voltage loop output provides the input to the sensorless current-mode control, just as it does 
in conventional current-mode control. The operation of this ponion of the circuit, built around U7 and 
US, has been discussed above. Resistors R42, R44, R46, and R48, in combination with C21 and C20, 
form the integrator RC values used forth~ control. 
In addition to the comparator, latch, and flip-flop on the SG3526 chip, the control circuit makes 
use of the current amplifier and shutdown pins. The current amplifier is used for overcurrent protection. 
The output voltage of each MOSFET is observed during each on condition through resistors R30-R33. 
If the peak output is not large enough, the implication is excessive drop in one of the transistors. This 
will be sensed, then the circuit will be shut down to avoid conflicts. 
The undervoltage protection and priority comprises the 74LS05, U6, and resistors in the center 
of the page. If the intermediate bus voltage is too low, invener U6a will react, followed by other gates 
in U6. The trip level can be adjusted at the "Priority/Shutdown" output pin. To do this, a resistor is 
connected from the Priority/Shutdown point to ground. This has the same effect as a lower value of V "' 
- and the circuit will be made to trip out sooner if V n. decreases. Thus, the circuit's load priority is 
trimmed by · the resistor: with no resistance, the converter continues to operate until V in reaches the 
minimum possible value (here, this is around 30 V). With added resistance. the converter will shut off 
at slightly higher V in values. In a practical distributed system, this would cause low-priority loads to drop 
out first if the main system bus sags because of an overload or some other problem. The converter can 
be forced to shut down completely simply by grounding the Priority/Shutdown point. 
The buck conveners 
The heart of the power circuit is the interleaved convener slightly right of center. To 
accommodate the low voltage, ultra-low drop MOSFETs are used. The device shown, the Motorola 
MTP50N05E, can handle 50 A and 50 V, and has on-state resistance of about 0.025 0. It is fast and 
precise, and offers excellent performance. An alternative device is the Siliconix SMP60N03-10L. This 
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transistor handles 60 A at up to 30 V, and provides ~oo) = 0.007 0. 
Let us analyze the losses in the buck convener. Each of the four sub-circuits carries l/4 of the 
total load current. Each has MOSFET duty ratio of 0.25. For an output of 120 W, the load current is 
60 A, and the device currents are 15 A. Losses with the SMP60N03-10~," and based on Schottky diodes 
with forward drop of 0.5 V, will be: 
Each transistor Each diode 
(114)(152)(0.007) = 0.39 w (3/4)(15)(0.5) = 5.6 w 
Total 
24.1 w 
There will be additional loss in t~e series resistances of the-inductors and leads. For. 70 ~ efficiency, the 
total losses should be no more than 51 W. Therefore. the minimum output power stage losses approach 
50% of the allowed total. Diode losses account for almost all of this. Synchronous rectification can be 
• 
used to reduce the diode loss substantially, but this adds to the pans count and cost. 
The main output inductors have a value of about 20 J.LH. This value avoids discontinuous 
conduction mode even when the output current drops below 10% per unit. The core material is a 
powdered metal toroid, with excellent saturation levels and extremely low loss levels. This type of 
material pennits a subs~tially smaller core. 
Output filters 
The four outputs are brought together immediately following the inductors. Ideally, the waveform 
at this point will be very close to a 100% duty wave. Given practical -limitations, and noise induced by 
commutation of the MOSFETs. passive filtering will have some effect in this location. Since many 
capacitors will be needed in parallel to give a low enough ESR, they are distributed with some ferrite 
beads to fonn a filter ladder. This circuit is primarily intended to attenuate commutation spikes. 
The active filter at the extreme right hand side of Figure 7 provides good large-signal 
performance. The filter is a class-B amplifier using MOSFETs intended to operate in their linear region. 
A 50-100 mV dead band is provided around the reference voltage. Each of the two transistors QlO and 
Q 11 is biased so that the gate is near V m· If the output voltage differs from the reference. this difference 
is amplified (with gain of 100 in the engineering prototype) and applied to the gate. For devices with 
a threshold value of about 4 V, this means that the devices will begin to conduct if the output error is 
more than about 25 mV. For example. consider the case of a load decrease. If the load current tries to 
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drop abruptly, large reverse voltage must appear across the output inductors, which normally would 
generate a substantial overshoot in the output voltage. Instead, the lower active filter transistor will begin 
to conduct, thus providing a resistive path to ground. This effectively dissipates the excess inductor 
energy without allowing an excursion in the convener putput voltage. 
The drawback of such a process is possible heating of the filter transistors if the filter tries to 
track a rapidly varying reference signal. To prevent overheating, each tr~istor gate input is time-limited 
with an RC highpass network. If the output error remains for a long period of time, the gate input will 
eventually decay, and the devices will tum off. Right now, the pairs R51-C34 and R56-C40 set the time 
constant to 22 ms, and each switch will be active for no more than a few tens of milliseconds at a time. 
Summary of external pin connections 
The convener uses the following external connections: 
• +Yin -Yin (the only primary side connections) 
• +Vout -Vout and +Vsense -Vsense 
• Clock in Clock out 
• Output level adjust 
• Current share 
• Priority /shutdown 
• 5 V auxiliary supply 
These 12 pins thus suppon a wide feature set. 
III. OPERATING RESULTS 
Experiments 
Table I lists tests with resistive loads from no-load to about 50% load, for the output converter 
system alone. The Table shows that the full load efficiency of the output stage is very close to 80% over 
this range. The tests in Table I were conducted without any heat sinking or forced cooling. After one-
half hour of operation at full load in an ambient of 21.6°C, the hottest point was 90°C, on one of the 
diode cases. The diode R6jc suggests that the junction temperature was no more than 96°C in this 
situation. Given the 150°C limit on the diode junction temperature, it can be conjectured that this circuit 
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Table I - Converter efficiency and losses for resistive loading 
v'rn lin v~ IOUl pin pout Efficiency Ploss 
11.053 0.281 1.9731 0. 3.106 0.000 0.000 3.106 
11.042 0.587 1.9672 1.709 6.482 3.362 0.519 3.120 
11.015 1.535 1.9561 6.835 16.908 13.370 0.791 3.538 
11.004 2.030 1.9504 9.388 22.338 18.310 0.820 4.028 
10.994 2.452 1.9460 11.422 26.957 22.227 0.825 4.730 
10.984 2.628 1.9439 12.059 28.866 23.442 0.812 5.425 
10.965 3.428 1.9347 16.138 37.588 31.222 0.831 6.366 
10.891 5.170 1.9773 22.90 56.307 45.280 0.804 11.026 
10.896 5.258 1.9135 24.18 . 57.291 46.268 0.808 11.023 
10.864 5.937 2.0090 24.90 64.500 50.024 0.776 14.476 
10.829 7.182 1.8756 32.66 77.774 61.257 0.788 16.517 
will operate at 50% power in a 65°C ambient with no heat sink. It should have no trouble reaching full 
power with a case temperature held to an 85°C limit. 
Ripple and noise perfonnance is surprisingly good. Although the layout is not optimized, tyPical 
output traces show noise and ripple of less than 50 mV peak-to-peak. Ripple below 20 mV is usually 
achievable with a little adjustment of V in· Layout improvements should reduce the high-frequency ponion 
of V out significantly. Figure 8 offers two views of the output voltage, both at 20 m V /div. Figure 8a is 
the convener output with a 20 A load. Figure 8b is · the output for a full 60 A load, for the same V,.. as 
in Figure 8a. It shows about 60 m V of bulk ripple, but again the layout has not been optimized for such 
a heavy current. The traces are bandwidth limited to 20 MHz. 
The active filter action is illustrated in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows the effect of a small-signalload 
. step from 30 A to 31 A. During the current transient. the output voltage sag is limited to SO mV by the 
active filter action. Figure 9b shows the effect of a step from 10 A to 20 A (notice the longer time 
scale). Again, the active filter limits the magnitude of transients to about 50 mV. In this case, the 
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2.1V 
20mV 
/d1V K 
trig'd 
1.9V J 
-=2~~~~------------------------~2-u~st~a~t~v---=~~--------2~0 .. ~ 
Figure 8- Measured output traces. 
a. Output for 20 A load. b. Output for 60 A load. 
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2. 2sv r. ---,-----,.----,,....---,_.-,---~-_,....-~----
trlg'd 
I 
f 50uS/d1V 
2.25V 
,; 
50mV 
/~V 
trtg'd 
500us/d1v 
Figure 9 - Active filter action. 
Top trace: output current. Bottom trace: output voltage, SO mV/div. 
a. Load step from 30 A to 31 A. b. Load step from 10 A to 20 A. 
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inductor energy error is larger by a factor of ten, so the active filter must act longer to return the 
converter to the correct operating condition. The load decrease from 20 A to 10 A yields nearly the same 
transient, with opposite polarity. 
Simulations 
Two major simulation approaches are being taken for analysis of the converter. SPICE 
simulations have been used to evaluate the detailed open-loop operation, and also to check the complete 
closed-loop system. Simulations based on ideal switch models have been used extensively to analyze the 
control strategies. The Appendix lists a SPICE deck for the open-loop converter circuit, and a model 
written in Quick Basic for the control behavior. Two typical output traces are attached in the Appendix 
as well. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
A 2 V, 120 W converter intended for distributed power conversion has been described. The 
converter uses an interleaved architecture to avoid the difficult filtering problems in 2 V circuits. The 
design offers several advantages over other reported distributed arrangements: 
• A sensorless current-mode control method is used. This allows current-based feedback or 
feedforward control methods without sensing and with minimal noise problems. 
• A simple active filter circuit prevents large excursions at the output. 
• Isolation is perfonned with a pre-regulator converter. This c<;>nvener can run without feedback 
because of the wide line regulation band of the output stage. 
• A priority setting allows non-critical loads to be shut down if the input distribution bus begins 
to sag. 
• The module has been tested without heat sinks at 50% load, and with forced cooling but no heat 
sinks at full load. The worst case temperature rise was within the_limitations of the devices. 
• The control method is implemented with commercial power supply PWM ICs. 
An engineering prototype version demonstrates the soundness of the basic design. Printed circuit board 
prototypes are in preparation. 
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******************************************************************** 
* ; Program PC-FORM VERSION 5.10 * 
' 
Date Jun 24 1993 * 
Time 0 2 : 3 5 : 3 2 PM * 
File In DCDESA. PNL * 
· File Out : DCDESA.MAT * 
I Format : P-CAD MATERIALS LIST * , *******************************************************************: 
' 
' 
' 
f 
-I 
I 
! 
! 
' 
SEN COMPANY WILL PROVIDE ·ALL CAPACITORS USED EXCEPT 
470pF CAP300'S (ITEM 10) 
QTY PART-NAME REFERENCE-DESIGNATOR 
3 
13 
12 
1 
3 
1 
5 
4 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
1 
5 
1 
SG3526A 
CAP2002 
CAP200 
CAP200 
CAP200 
CAP200 
CAP200 
CAP200 
CAP200 
CAP.JOO 
01· US U7 
C9 C2 Cl CJ C37 
C36 CJS C15 C16 
C34 C10 C40 C7 
C48 C49 C50 C26 
C47 C41 C46 C44 
C22 C18 C45 C43 
C42 
C20 C21 C11 
CJS 
C27 C28 Cl9 C24 
C23 
CJO C31 C33 C32 
C14 C13 
C6 CS 
CAP200SQ C4 
CAP200SQ C29 C25 
CAP200SQ C12 
CAP200SQ C17 
IRF640 Q3 Q2 
IRF531 Qll Q10 
MTH50N05 Q6 Q7 Q9 QS 
CONliN PGND VIN 
CON10UT VOUT GND 
2N2222A Ql 
PINDUCTR Ll L4 L5 L7 L6 
TINDUCTR L2 
DESCRIPTION 
DEVICE=3526A 
VALUE=2 • 2uF 
VALUE=.1uF 
VALUE=2.2uF 
VALUE=.02uF 
VALUE=lOuF 
VALUE=.047uF 
VALUE=.01uF 
V~UE=390pF 
VALUE=~70pF 
VALUE=lOOOpF 
VALUE=680pF 
VALUE=3300pF 
VALUE=470pF 
DEVICE=IRF640 
DEVICE=IRF531 
DEVICE=MTHSONOS 
DEVICE=2N2222A 
VALUE==21uH 
VALUE==1. 2mH 
1 TINDUCTR L3 VALUE=4 • SmH 
I 4 FERRITEB LS L9 L10 L11 6 MUR120 02 04 03 OS 06 07 DEVICE=MUR120 
' 
3 1N4150 01 010 011 DEVICE=1N4150 
3 1N4150 023 014 024 DEVICE=1N4148 
6 1N414~ 021 019 013 012 DEVICE=1N4148 015 017 
1 CAP lOOP cs VALUE=47UF 
1 CAP100P C39 VALUE=68uF 
2 1N5825 08 09 DEVICE=1N5825 
4 1N5823 016 022 018 020 DEVICE=1N5823 
3 RES10R R11 R9 R24 VALUE=220 
4 RES10R R3 R25 R22 R10 VALUE=4. 7k 
2 RES10R R4 R1 VALUE=180k 
6 RES10R RS R2 R27 R26 R23 VALUE=47k 
R20 
1 RES10R R6 VALUE=2. 7k 
1 RES10R RS VALUE=27k 
8 RES10R R54 R49 R44 R42 VALUE=1k 
R46 R48 R28 R12 
2 RES10R RS3 R16 VALUE=S 
3 RES10R R57 RSS RSO VALUE=100k 
9 RES10R R56 R51 R40 R33 VALUE=10k 
R32 R31 R30 R39 
R13 
4 RES10R R41 R43 R47 R45 VALUE=39 
1 RES lOR R37 VALUE=15k 
3 RES10R R38 R36 R29 VALUE=2.2k 
1 RES10R R34 VALUE=8.2k 
' 
2 RES10R R19 R18 VALUE=1k/1% 
1 RES10R R17 VALUE=680/1% 
' 
1 RES lOR RlS VALUE=2kf.l% 
1 RES lOR R14 VALUE=S00/.1% 
' 
1 RES lOR R21 VALUE=lOO 
1 RES10R R35 VALUE=1.2k 
' 
I 1 RES600 RSS VALUE=.02f.SW 
I 1 RES600 R7 VALUE=560/.SW 1 TRNSFMR T1 
I 1 RESSOO R52 VALUE=8/1W 1 1N4746 Z4 DEVICE=1N4746 
I 1 1N4752 Z1 DEVICE=1N4752 1 LM336 ZJ D-EVICE=LM336 
1: 1 MC34074 us DEVICE=MC34074 1 . MC34072 U9 DEVICE=MC34072 
1: 1 ICL7667 U4 DEVICE=ICL7667 1 74LS05 U6 DEVICE=74LS05 
4 1 74LS107 UJ DEVICE=74LS107 
5 1 74LS14 U2 DEVICE=74LS14 
6 1 LM78L05 VR1 DEVICE=LM78LOS 
17 7 PINl -VSENSE CLKOUT CLKIN PSDWN VSENSE SHARE ADJUST 
,~ 1 JUMP2 JP1 1 1N4740 Z2 DEVICE=1N4740 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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DC-DC CONVERTER 
SILKSCREEN - COMPONENT SIDE 
s.eee +1- .eet" 
.... .... 
I 
' 
' I 
' 
' ~ 
'
: 
' .,
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
SORENSEN.CIR 
INTERLEAVED BUCK CONVERTER 
.opt acct nomod nopage reltol=.001 itl5=0 
.width out=80 
.temp 30 
.tran lOOns 30us uic 
.lib eval.lib 
* * Interleaved buck converter model, ideal input stage and four 
* - identical output sub-units. 
* 
* Simulated for Sorensen report, July 1992. 
* * Four gate controls, each with about 22% duty and 10 us period 
* vgl 101 0 pulse(O 18 0 40ns 40ns 2.2us 10us) 
vg2 102 0 pulse(O 18 2.Sus 40ns 40ns 2.2us lOus) 
vg3 103 0 pulse(O 18 Sus 40ns 40ns 2.2us 10us) 
vg4 104 0 pulse(O 18 7.5us 40ns 40ns 2.2us 10us) 
* 
* Ideal input source, with an L-C filter to permit detection of 
* the approximate de input current. 
* 
vin 9 0 de 14.525 
rin 9 8 0.5 
*lin 9 8 20uh ic=6.25A 
cin 8 0 10uf ic=11.4V 
vin1 10 8 de 0 
* 
* The four MOSFETs, possibly with series L package parasitics. 
* 
m1 111 101 11 11 irf150 
*ldl 10 111 4nh ic=O 
vd1 10 111 de o 
m2 112 102 12 12 irfl50 
*ld2 10 112 4nh ic=O 
vd2 10 112 de o 
m3 113 103 13 13 irf150 
*ld3 10 113 4nh ic=O 
vd3 10 113 de 0 
m4 114 104 14 14 irfl50 
*ld4 10 114 4nh ic=O 
vd4 10 114 de 0 
* * Four diodes, attempting to model a near-ideal power Schottky device. 
* dl 0 11 ds 
d2 o 12 ds 
d3 o 13 ds 
d4 0 14 ds 
.model ds D(Is=10n Rs=.Ol Vj=.S) 
* * The four sub-unit inductors, with current values chosen roughly 
* for steady-state periodic mode. 
* 11 11 31 20uh ic=5.75A 
rll 31 2 .005 
*kl 11 .9999 k3019pl_3c8 
12 12 32 20uh ic=6.08A 
rl2 32 2 .oo5 
*k2 12 .9999 k3019pl_3c8 
13 13 33 20uh ic=6.42A 
rl3 33 2 .005 
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*k3 13 .9999 k3019pl_3c8 
14 14 34 20uh ic=6.75A 
rl4 34 2 .005 
*k4 14 .9999 k3019pl_3c8 
* 
*An output current sensor 
15 2 3 O.Suh ic=25 
rl5 3 1 .00035 
16 4 0 8rnh ic=O 
rl6 4 o 1 
k6 15 16 .999 
* 
SORENSEN.CIR 
* And the load, nominally 2 V at 25 A. 
* 
rload 1 0 .08 
resr 1 21 .01 
lesl 21 22 1.2nh ic=OA 
cout 22 0 lOuf ic=2V 
*.plot tran v(l),i(dl) 
.probe 
.end 
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---------- - - -------INTERLEAVED BUCK CONVERTER (basic form) 3-stage filter 
Daterrime run: 12/05/92 10:17:20 
2.0020V 
2.0015V 
2.0010V 
2.0005V 
2.0000V 
1.99.95V . . . . . 
Temperature: 30.0 
Standard form, 3-stage filter 0 .47/6.6/22uf, 50/SOnh· 
1.9990V 
20us 25us 30us 35us 40us 45us 50 us 
c v(1) 
Time 
•-••••••Ills __ _ 
--· INTERLEAVED BUCK CONVERTER (basic form) 3-stage filter 
Datertime run: 12/05/92 09:58:07 
8.0 
- -·· 
Temperature: 30.0 
6.0 
.... : .... : .. . ~~· ... , ... ·.· .. 
: . 
4.0 
2.0 Standar~ form. 3-st~qe filter 
0.0 +---------~--------~---------+--------_,----~----r---------+ 
20us 
c v(1) 
25us 30us 35us 40us 45us 50 us j"'--""1 l • li(l1) 
'----' 
Time C1= 42.280u, 6.5129 
C2= 20.034u, 5.2299 
dif= 22.246u_1_ 1.2830 
' 
' 
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SORENSEN.CIR 
INTERLEAVED BUCK CONVERTER 
.opt acct nomod nopage reltol=.OOl itl5=0 
.width out=80 
.temp 30 
.tran lOOns 30us uic 
.lib eval.lib 
* 
* Interleaved buck converter model, ideal input stage and four 
* identical output sub-units·-
* 
* Simulated ~or Sorensen report, July 1992. 
* 
* Four gate controls, each with about 22% duty and 10 us period 
* 
vgl 101 0 pulse(O 18 0 40ns 40ns 2.2us lOus) 
vg2 102 0 pulse(O 18 2.Sus 40ns 40ns 2.2us lOus) 
vg3 103 0 pulse{O 18 Sus 40ns 40ns 2.2us lOus) 
vg4 104 0 pulse(O 18 7.5us 40ns 40ns 2.2us 10us) 
* 
* Ideal input source, with an L-C filter to permit detection of 
* the approximate de input current. 
* 
vin 9 0 de 14.525 
rin 9 8 0.5 
*lin 9 8 20uh ic=6.25A 
cin 8 0 10uf ic=11.4V 
vin1 10 8 de 0 
* 
* The four MOSFETs, possibly with series L package parasitics. 
* ~ 111 101 11 11 irf150 
*ldl 10 111 4nh ic=O 
vd1 10 111 de 0 
m2 112 102 12 12 irf150 
*1d2 10 112 4nh ic=O 
vd2 10 112 de 0 
m3 113 103 13 13 irf150 
· *1d3 10 113 4nh ic=O 
vd3 10 113 de 0 
m4 114 104 14 14 irf150 
*ld4 10 114 4nh ic=O 
vd4 10 114 de 0 
* 
* Four diodes, attempting to model a near-ideal power Schottky device. 
* d1 0 11 ds 
d2 0 12 ds 
d3 0 13 ds 
d4 0 14 ds 
.model ds D(Is=10n Rs=.01 Vj=.S) 
* 
• The four sub-unit inductors, with current values chosen ro~ghly 
* for steady-state periodic mode. 
* 11 11 31 20uh ic=5.75A 
rl1 31 2 .005 
*k1 11 .9999 k3019pl_3c8 
12 12 32 20uh ic=6.08A 
r12 32 2 .005 
*k2 12 .9999 k3019pl_3c8 
13 13 33 20uh ic=6.42A 
rl3 33 2 .oos 
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*k3 13 .9999 k3019pl_3c8 
14 14 34 20uh ic=6.75A 
rl4 34 2 .005 
*k4 14 .9999 k3019pl_3c8 
* 
*An output current sensor 
15 2 3 O.Suh ic=25 
rlS 3 1 .00035 
16 4 0 Smh ic=O 
rl6 4 0 1 
k6 15 16 .999 
* 
SORENSEN.CIR 
* And the load, nominally 2 V at 25 A. 
* 
rload 1 0 .08 
resr 1 21 .01 
lesl 21 22 1~2nh ic=OA 
cout 22 0 10uf ic=2V 
*.plot tran v(1), i (d1) 
.probe 
.end 
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------------------INTERLEAVED. BUCK CONVERTER (basic form) 3-stage filter 
Datertime run: 12/05/92 10:17:20 
. 2.0020V 
2.0015V 
2.0010V 
2.0005V 
2.0000V 
1.9995V 
- - ---
Temperature: 30.0 
St~ndard form, 3-stage filter 0.47/6.6/22uf} 50/SOnh· 
1.9990V 
20us 25us 30us 35us 40us 45us 50 us 
c v(1) 
Time 
· --------A 
. INTERLEAVED BUCK CONVERTER (basic form) 3-stage filter 
Date/Time run: 12105/92 09:58:07 
8 . 0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 
0.0 
20us 
c v{1) 
·~· 
S tandarci form, 3-s t~g·e f i 1 ter 
Temperature: 30.0 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
'Simulation of Pallab's quasi-current-mode controller. 
'1 0119192 ptk 
SCREEN 12. 'VGA Graphics. Use SCREEN 9 for EGA. 
CLS 
'Constants in controller: 
RCint = 3900 * 4.7E-08: Vref = 2 
'Constants in circuit: 
NL=4 
L = .00002: Rload = .08: C = .0000066 'Main L, Rload, and output C 
Rds = .03: Vf = .38: Vin = 10: F = 1000001 'Rds(on), diode drop, Vin 
RL = .001 'Main L series resistance 
'Lioad = .000001 'Allow a load inductance 
T = 11 F 
ILNom = Vref I Rload I NL: ITotNom = Vref I Rload 'Nominal currents 
'Constants in simulation: 
DeiT = 1E-08 
'Set up for start. Simulate NCycles, and plot the last NPiot cycles. 
NCycles .= 30 
NPiot = 20: Nlast = NCycles - NPiot 
ILAST0/o = T I DeiT + .5 '# of simulation points per cycle 
11% = 0: 1~/o = ILAST0/o 14: 13°/o = ILAST% 12: 14o/o = {ILAST% * 3) 14 
'Switching times 
'Graphics 
xscale = 640 I ((NPiot + 1) * ILAST%) 
yscale = 2000 
yoff = 240 
LINE (720, yoff)-(0, yoff) 
'Initial conditions (estimated for steady-state periodic condition) 
Dellest = 1.8 
IL 1 = ILNom - Dellest I 2 
IL4 = ILNom + Dellest I 2 
IL2 = IL1 + Dellest 13 
IL3 . =·IL2 + Dell est I 3 
IUoad = Vref I Rload 
'Vc = 0: IL 1 = 0: IL2 = 0: IL3 = 0: IL4 = 0 'Start-up conditions If desired 
Vc = Vref 
Vc1 = -.1: Vc2 = -.0667: Vc3 = -.0333: Vc4 = -.0167 'Controller states 
'Switches Initially off. 
QT1 = 0: QT2 = 0: QT3 = 0: QT4 = 0 
'Start simulating. 
FOR Cycle = 0 TO NCycles 
LOCATE 1, 1: PRINT Cycle; Rload 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FOR lo/o = 0 TO ILAST% 
IF Cycle = NCycles - 5 THEN 'Model a 2A/us load change. 
ITotNom = ITotNom - DeiT * 20000001 
Rload = Vref I ITotNom 
IF Rload > .16 THEN Rload = .16 
END IF 
'Enforce switch turn-on at beginning of sub-cycle. 
IF 1% = 11% THEN QT1 = 1 
IF lo/o = 12% THEN QT2 = 1 
IF 1% = 13% THEN QT3 = 1 
IF 1% = 14o/o THEN QT4 = 1 
'But shut off if overvoltage appears. 
IF Vc > 1.1 * Vref THEN QT1 = 0: QT2 = 0: QT3 = 0: QT4 = 0 
'Switching function for inductor voltages. 
VT1 = QT1 * (Vin- Rds * IL1) + (1 - QT1) * (-Vf) 
VT2 = QT2 * (Vin - Rds * IL2) + (1 - QT2) * (-Vf) 
VT3 = QT3 * (Vin- Rds * IL3) + (1 - QT3) * (-Vf) 
VT4 = QT4 * (Vin- Rds * IL4) + (1 - QT4) * (-Vf) 
'Euler for new inductor currents and output 
IL1 = IL1 + DeiT * (VT1 - Vc- IL1 * RL) I L 
IL2 = IL2 + DeiT * (VT2 - Vc - IL2 * RL) I L 
IL3 = IL3 + DeiT * (VT3 - Vc - IL3 * RL) I L' 
IL4 = IL4 + DeiT * (VT4 - Vc- IL4 * RL) I L 
ITot ;= IL 1 + IL2 + IL3 + IL4 
Vc = Vc + DeiT * (ITot - Vc I Rload) I C 
'ILioad = ILioad + DeiT * (Vc- IUoad * Rload) I Uoad 
'Controller states 
vc·1 = Vc1 + DeiT * (VT1 - Vref) I RCint 
Vc2 = Vc2 + DeiT * (VT2- Vref) I ·RCint 
V c3 = V c3 + De IT * (VT3 - Vref) I RCint 
Vc4 = Vc4 + DeiT * (VT4- Vref) I RCint 
'Switch tum-off decision 
IF Vref - Vc1 < Vref THEN QT1 = 0 
.IF Vref - Vc2 < Vref THEN QT2 = 0 
IF Vref - Vc3 < Vref THEN QT3 = 0 
IF Vref - Vc4 < Vref THEN QT4 = 0 
'Ready for data output 
IF Cycle >= Nlast THEN LINE -(xscale * ((ILASTo/o * (Cycle - Nlast)) + 1%), yoff -
yscale * (Vc - Vref)) 
REM PRINT QT1; QT2; QT3; QT4; Vc 
NEXT I% 
NEXT Cycle 
END 
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